
Newsletter 2018 - #01
HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM SU4E. 2018 was a year rich in emotion but full of

success. Here is our first newsletter detailing our actions, we hope you enjoy

it. THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!



Octo  ber 2017 :  
 

After 2 months of intense negotiations, we were finally able to secure an

agreement for Ramu, the only male captive elephant detained in the village.

Here, only the females, the elephants, work, the males being much too

dangerous during their annual period of musth. At 25, Ramu had spent his

entire life working in the tourism industry in India and Nepal. Originally,

when SU4E got involved in helping Ramu, his owner was in a dead-end

situation; devoid of resources and without decent mahout to assist him, Ramu

escaped twice, causing panic in the village and injuring several people. The

owner had resigned himself to selling Ramu to India, where an even more

cruel fate awaited him: to become a temple elephant! Ramu is now out of

danger.

    HELP RAMU       
https://chuffed.org/project/help-ramu-the-asian-elephant

November 2017 :
 

This month saw the launch of the ELEPHANT HAPPY HOUR.  This project aims to

offer a much needed break to an elephant who would otherwise be forced to

work all day, carrying tourists on safari rides in the jungle!  This rest gives

them an hour of freedom where the guests can enjoy observing them acting

naturally, scratching trees, taking mud baths, foraging etc.

In short, real life for an elephant!

https://chuffed.org/project/help-ramu-the-asian-elephant
https://chuffed.org/project/help-ramu-the-asian-elephant


December 2017 :
 

La Fondation Le Pal Nature

approved an annual donation to 

SU4E becoming our first major 

donor. This made it possible for us to 

really get started and commit to 

lasting change. THANK YOU Le PAL 

and the whole team !!!

Fondation Le Pal Nature  

https://www.fondationlepalnature.org/

January 2018 :

 

The addition of your donations, big 

and small, allows us to begin to

concretely improve the living 

conditions of Ramu. Now he has a 

suitable shelter, permanent access to 

water and the company of a brave 

mahout who is devoted to him: 

Our friend Sujan!

https://www.fondationlepalnature.org/
https://www.fondationlepalnature.org/


February 2018 :
 

This was a month of precarious change 

as Ramu entered his second full musth

which lasted through the end of March.

Fortunately, we had the resources and

foresight to deal with it and he passed

through without any major incident.

 

What is Elephant MUSTH?

It is a temporary state (2-3 months every 

year) of major hormonal upheaval that is 

unique to male elephants. The surge of 

hormones makes them literally crazy and

uncontrollable! They become violent and do 

not recognize anyone. 

Some even stop feeding!

Click to learn more about him and Visit our Facebook page

https://www.matthieuricard.org/
https://www.facebook.com/StandUp4Elephants/

March 2018 :

A Big THANK YOU to Matthieu 
Ricard, who has joined the cause and 

put his support behind SU4E. 
Buddhist monk, scientist, author and 

friend to all living creatures, his public 
support means a lot to us .

This month saw us surpass 1500 likes 
on our facebook page. Word is 

spreading !!

https://www.matthieuricard.org/


April 2018 :
 

We were able to hire a 2nd 

mahout for Ramu, NAMASTE 

RAMESH. After 42 days in musth, Ramu

and his mahouts began to re-establish 

their relationship. Starting with 

short walks each morning, they have 

regained their confidence in 

each other and Ramu has benefitted by 

having more freedom to just be an 

elephant. Things are moving fast (!),

 April also saw the arrival of Elise 

Bouaud, our first volunteer of many.

Victory !! The popular French travel, Guide Du Routard stopped promoting

elephant rides and began promoting alternative activities, like the ELEPHANT

HAPPY HOUR. StandUp4Elephants is featured in 2 pages in the newest edition

of their guide book. (p. 20 et 213) ! 



June 2018 :

 

HAPPPPPY ! Graphic Artist and

friend, Yossy Obadia, designed our

beautiful new logo. Do you see the 2

elephants or just a tree? Look close!

Special mention goes to Anaïs

Thomas for helping to launch our

Instagram page. We are grateful for

your patience and dedication.

Discover us on Instagram  

    https://www.instagram.com/su4elephants/

                   July / Auguste 2018 :

 

Our newest project, the ELEPHANT

HAPPY HOUR LIVE is launched!!

 

What is the EHH live??

You can now sponsor an elephant 

happy hour and enjoy it from the

comfort of home. For a small donation,

we will rent an elephants time and give

them a break. We’ll send you a

personalized video of the event.

 

https://www.instagram.com/su4elephants/


Monsoon season came and went without

major incident, leaving a jungle full

of fresh vegetation(elephant food) in its

wake. Although monsoon also sees a

drastic reduction in tourists to Nepal, we

were still able to offer regular happy

hours.

Floriane took a trip back to France with a

local friend, Shanti Chaudhary, and was

able to give a few public presentations,

thanks to Le Pal, Amnéville et le

Caquetoire .

September 2018 :

 

The ELEPHANT HAPPY HOURcontinues

to be a huge success; more than 100 hours

and over 400 happy attendees by the end

of September. Cherry on the cake: 

The word is spreading!

We surpassed 2000 likes on facebook and

now have over 20 local partners giving us

their support.

Like us on Facebook  

                                                                  https://www.facebook.com/StandUp4Elephants/

https://www.facebook.com/StandUp4Elephants/


October 2018 :
 

Things became more serious, we launched our fundraising campaign for

Ramu on chuffed.org. Nearly a year after taking the case, Ramu’s

conditions have improved drastically, he’s out of immediate danger BUT,

there’s still a long way to go. He has a new larger shelter, access to water and 2

devoted mahouts, but he still spends too much of his day chained. We still need

land where he can be more free, where we can build the necessary structures to

keep him unchained day & night.

Also in October, the Belgian province of Walloon Brabant has granted us a

substantial subsidy specifically intended to help mahouts. It will be used for the

construction of their homes as well as salary supplements and various

purchases likely to improve their living conditions. 

https://chuffed.org/project/help-ramu-the-asian-elephant
https://chuffed.org/project/help-ramu-the-asian-elephant


November 2018 :

 

As the end of the year approached, we

were delighted to see that the ELEPHANT

HAPPY HOUR is now ranked as the #1

activity of Things To Do in Chitwan on

Trip Advisor! November aslo saw the

implementation of an

overnight surveillance system for

elephants! This allows us to monitor the

sleep of these captive animals, which is

often poor due to various factors. By

studying the data, we are able

understand these different problems and

thus to propose solutions to the owners to

improve their living conditions!

We also had the pleasure of welcoming

the team of Echappées Belles, a famous

tourism show in France, to see what we

do. The organization will be highlighted

in a special on Nepal to be aired in March

2019 on France 5.

November also brought the launch of

the online store.

As well as really nice SU4E T-Shirts, we

offer beautiful gifts handmade by the

women of Sauhara village.

ALL proceeds go towards helping

elephants - help us help them!

SHOP NOW!  

https://www.su4e.org/standup4elephants-shop

https://www.su4e.org/standup4elephants-shop


Décember 2018 :

 

That's it, we are there, finally !!! BIGGEST NEWS: After nearly two years of

research and disappointment, we finally found the perfect land to welcome

elephants! Quiet and away from the city, just 5 minutes from the National Park

and close to the Rapti River, it's a new life that begins for all of us! 2019 will be

a year of construction.



A big THANK YOU to everyone for this wonderful year 2018!

Full of joy, laughter, adventure and sharing! Hoping to have a 2019 year even

richer in emotions and success.

The entire SU4E team wishes you Happy Holidays!!

SU4E asbl, 1380 Lasne, 
Belgique

+32 477 89 86 79

Share Via: Visiter notre site internet 

https://www.su4e.org/?lang=fr


